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ABSTRACT 
The design of knowledge based systeras draws considerable attention 
from various scientific disciplines. But researchers merely focus on 
three central parts: the linguistic part, the problem solving tech-
niques and the representation of knowledge. 
Few attention has been payed to the process of eliciting relevant 
knowledge and the formal reconstruction of it by means of model 
building techniques. In this paper an extended form of the Entity 
Relationship Approach1 is presented as a possible connection between 
psychological methods for revealing the experts knowledge at one side 
and implementation techniques at the other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To obtain a picture of what is 'known' by an expert, one could inter-
view him or her and write an informal note on that interview. This 
note than serves as a representation of (some of) nis or her know-
ledge . 
A formal system which acts like an expert (a point we try to reach 
building knowledge based systems) needs a formal representation of the 
knowledge. Questions arise when speaking of knowledge representa-
tion. What is knowledge and what do we mean by representation? 
Shefe2 recognizes several levels of modelling, among which the formal 
and the informal representation levels. Each level constitutes the 
body of the next higher level. Only at the lower formal levels there 
is always a one-to-one 'interpretation'. The difficulties arise be-
tween: 
1) the level of concepts 'known' by the expert and the level of infor-
mal representation by those concepts; 
2) the level of informal representation and the level of formal repre-
sentation. 
Phenomenons like homonyms and synonyms stress the problem of constitu-
ting the body of the informal representation level from the formal 
representation level. Likewise, informal representations (words) do 
not constitute fully the body of a known concept. The concept is also 
known by much fuzzy background knowledge. So we are actually dealing 
with the 'formal reconstruction of knowledge and its implementation'3 
when we speak of knowledge representation. 
There is not much knowledge about knowledge. A general notion is that 
of perception from phenomena which results in abstract concepts refer-
ring to those phenomena1*. In this view expert knowledge is the result 
of a perception process restricted to some domain of phenomena. 
In a recent article Newell5 introduces a new formal systems level 
immediately above the formal representation level: the knowledge 
level. 
Being fully constructed from the formal level below, the knowledge 
level does not suffer from the aforementioned problems like homonyms 
or synonyms because its underlying level is a formal level. Newell 
draws several conclusions, three of which are recalled here: 
1) knowledge is that which makes the principle of rationality work as 
a law of behaviour. Thus, knowledge and rationality are intimately 
tied together; 
2) knowledge is not representable by a structure at the symbol level. 
It requires both structures and processes. Knowledge remains for 
ever abstract and can never be actually in hand; 
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3) knowledge is a radical approximation, failing on many occasions tó 
be an adequate model of an agent. It must be coupled with some sym-
bol level representation to make a viable view. 
So structures and processes at the formal representation (symbol) 
level realize a body of knowledge at the knowledge level. 
To construct a knowledge based system which 'resembles the perfor-
mance' of the expert, one must determine what datastructures are 
needed and which processes can be defined to realize an adequate body 
of knowledge. 
Since an expert, like all human beings, uses the informal representa-
tion level as a way to communicate, and since his or her knowledge can 
never be completely described by this representation, the formal 
reconstruction of human knowledge must lead to the creation of an 
incomplete and probably unrealistic formal model. This formal model 
serves as a heuristic device6 to realize some body of knowledge. 
Though disputable, graphical languages often serve as a medium between 
expert and modeller to reduce the level transformation problems. They 
never provide a complete picture of the problem area but merely serve 
as a tooi for understanding the domain. The implementation of a graph-
ical model can best be considered as a prototype, subject to subse-
quent improvements. 
In this paper a formal treatment of an extension of the Entity Rela-
tionship Approach1 as a graphical language for prototype building, is 
presented (section 3.1 and 3.2). Furthermore a mapping is defined to 
transform the language into well-formed formulas for first-order logic 
oriented implementation of the prototypes. But first, the connection 
of the approach to eliciting and analysis techniques is briefly dis-
cussed in the sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
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2. THE INFORMAL PART 
2.1 Eliciting techniques 
The first level-transformation, i.e. from the knowledge level into the 
informal representation level, is concerned with the description of 
what is known by the expert. His knowledge has a diverse nature. He 
knows of concepts and relations, but also of facts and heuristics. He 
is able to classify similar concepts and apply routine techniques. To 
reveal this knowledge we need an eliciting method which covers all 
aspects. None of the available methods like interview techniques, 
protocol analysis, etc, cover the whole range. They all suffer from 
limitations and focus on only some of the aspects. 
Gammack & Young7 suggest the use of several psychological methods to 
reveal as much as possible of the knowledge just because of its di-
verse nature. Interviews (and lectures) provide a general impression 
of concepts and facts, while protocol analysis highlights- the know-
ledge of procedures, heuristics and facts. Multidimensional scaling 
and concept-sorting focus on revealing a classification of concepts 
and relations. The result of the application of these methods is an 
(incomplete) informal description of the experts' knowledge, written 
in some natural language. 
2.2 Analysis 
In order to achieve a formal reconstruction of the expert's knowledge, 
transformation of the informal description into a comprehensive, 
unambiguous one is the necessary next step. 
Several suggestions towards this process have been dones: reduction of 
synonymical expressions into one; resolving homonyms into suitable 
substitutions; changing pronouns into nouns; etc, all leading to the 
observatlon that analysis can not only be a linear comprehension 
process, but moreover' must be an interactive process (i.e. interaction 
with the expert). 
The 'filtered'9 description enables us to indicate surface markers to 
distinguish from sentences describing states and those describing 
state transitions. To be more precise: we consider a filtered descrip-
tion to be a collection of situation descriptions1° where situations 
comprise occurrences and states, and each occurrence is either a 
process or .an "event11. 
Roland12, Tsichritzis13 and de Antonellis11* use a similar convention: 
object sentences describe the states, operation sentences describe 
the transitions from states to states, and event sentences describe 
the conditions under which transitions occur. 
Several checks are recommended at this stage of design to prevent from 
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unnecessary incompleteness and inconsistency errors15. 
Ultimately we end up with three classes of sentences expressing infor-
mation on: 
1) the properties of data items, associations between those items and 
classes of data items (the object sentences); 
2) procedures to be performed on data (the operation sentences); 
3) conditions and consequences (the event sentences). 
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3- THE FORMAL PART 
3.1 Modelling objects 
3.1.1 Basic Entity-Relationship (ER) 
The data items mentioned in the previous chapter are called entities 
in the Entity-Relationship Approach16. An entity symbolizes a concept. 
We may classify entities, given a certain context, into sets by means 
of a function17 TYPE : {e| e is an entity} -> n. The elements of n are 
type names (N). Two entities ej^ and e2 are of the same type if 
TYPE (ex) = TYPE (e2). 
So the function TYPE assigns a name to each set of entities. If N is a 
typename, then ÖN denotes its matching entity set. 
Let r=(ex,...,en) be a relationship between the entities 
elf...,en. Relationships may be classified in the same manner as 
entities by extending the function TYPE: 
TYPE : {e| e is an entity} U {r|r is a relationship} •*• n, with addi-
tional constraints: 
1) r1 and r2 are of the same type if TYPE (rx) = TYPE (r2); 
2) if TYPE (rx) = TYPE (r2) then rx and r2 are defined on the same set 
of entities; 
3) Ve.r: TYPE (e) * TYPE (r). 
Properties imputed to entity sets, named attributes, are viewed as 
functions from entity sets into value sets. Let 6N denote an entity 
set. An attribute a defined on öN is a function from öN into a value-
set: a: 6N •* V(a). 
The identifier of öN is defined to be the minimal set of attributes 
which gives a one-to-one mapping from 5N into the Cartesian product of 
associated value sets18. 
An entity set 6M together with his attributes a1,....an of which 
{a1,—.a^} is the identifier (k^n) is eharacterized by 
N( a,,... ,ai<-,ai<-+1,... ,a n). Thus an entity set is designated by 
its associated name and its attribute functions. 
A relationshipset 6Nr with attributes ^.....bpj, defined on 
óN^^-jfiNn, is eharacterized as NpC^ Nn: b1,...,bm). 
So relationshipssets are designated by their name, their attribute 
functions and their associated entity sets. 
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3.1.2 First extension: aggregation 
Generally speaking, by aggregation we mean treating a collection of 
properties as one single property. 
Several definitions of it appeared since the introduction of the 
concept19.. We stick to the original Cartesian aggregation20 where a 
relationship between entities is regarded as a new entity. The reason 
for choosing the cartesian aggregation is given by its diagrammatic 
simplicity (see figure 1, where we follow the notation of Webre21) and 
its uniform notation as will be seen hereafter. 
figure 1 
Formally, let U be the set of all entities and relationships in the 
UoD. We extend U as follows: Let 6Nr be defined on 61^,...,6Nn. 
Every element of 5Nr is considered to be an entity and as such added 
to U. This results in a new entity set to which the function TYPE 
assigns a name, say N*r. So there exists a bijective function 
£: 5Nr -• 6N*r. 
Let {a ,...,a } be the identifier of SN. (1<i<n). 
To 5N* we add the following attribute function: 
1) for each a1 (1<i<n, 1<j<k) of 6N add a*1. so that: 
j J r j 
Vr € 6N , 3r* € SN* : £(r) = r* A aX(r) = a*X(r*). 
2) for each b. (1£i^m) of 6N add b* so that: 
V r £ 6N , 3 r* e 6N* : £(r) = r* A b.(r) = b* (r*) 
r ^ r ï ï 
Since the new attributes a*. and b* can be considered as extensions 
J i 
of a. and b. r e spec t ive ly 2 2 , we may use the same a t t r i b u t e names, 
omitting the a s t e r i c s . 
The r e l a t i onsh ipse t 6N can be seen as N * ( a 1 , . . . . , a ,b, , . . . . ,bm) 
whereas N* i s the name of the aggregate, {a1 ,a } cons t i tu t e s the 
i den t i f i e r (each a = {a, , a } i s i d e n t i f i e r of 5N.(1£i£n)) and 
b ^ ^ ^ b m are the non-key a t t r i b u t e s of the aggregate. 
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3.1.3 Second extension: generalization 
Generalization is most often treated as an abstraction in which a 
collection of similar entitysets is regarded as a generio set23. The 
similarity depends on the attributes the entity sets have in common. 
This generalization is exclusive in the sense that an entity belonging 
to the generic set also belongs to exactly one of the subsets frora 
which is generalized. The exclusiveness is guaranteed by the 'underly-
ing' attribute who's values designate the subset to which each entity 
belongs21*. 
Let SNX and <5N2 be disjunct entitysets (61^ n 6NX = <|>). 
We add to &N1 and 6N2 the following attributes: 
1) to both 
2) to 6Ni 
3) to 6N2 
6NX U <5N2 -»• V(a i ) ( i - 1 , . . . , £ ) 
6NX + VCa1!) ( i = Jl+1 , . . . , n ) 
6N2 •*• V ( a 2 i ) ( i = fc+1 , . . . , m ) 
Which raeans t h a t $U1 and 6N2 have t h e a t t r i b u t e s a^ ( i = 1 , . . . , S , ) i n 
Let { a l f , a k } be the i d e n t i f i e r of SNX and öN2 ( k ü ) . common. 
The generalization 6Ng of 5NX and 6N2 is their union (öNg'SNiU 6N2) 
6Ng nas the following properties: 
1) aj_ (i=1 , . . . , % ) , a consequence of the fact that 6Ng = 5Nt U 6N2. 
2) c: 6Ng •* {Ult N2} where c denotes a category attribute 
c(e) = N1 if e € 6NX 
c(e) = N3 if e € 6NS 
Remarks 
a) The attribute c is the aforementioned 'underlying' attribute; 
b) The attribute c is a restriction of the funtion TYPE (restricted to 
the domain öNg): c = TYPE | óNg. 
Figure 2 shows how this type of generalization is usually drawn. The 
generalization 6Ng of öNj and <5N2 is characterized as 
Ng(a,,...
 >a|f>aif+1,... ,aj,,c) 
where {a1,...,a(<} denotes the common key, aj (k+1<j<Jl) denotes a 
common non-key attribute and c the underlying attribute. 
Figure 2 
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3.1.4 Third extension: subset hierarchy 
Subset hierarchy is the second forra of generalization2s. We might call 
it non-exclusive generalization because the subsets are not necessarily 
disjunct. This also implies- the absents of the underlying attribute 
(see figure 3)• 
Let 8U1 be an entityset and 6N2 a subset of 61^ (öN2 c óNx). 
If a^ is an attribute defined on 6NX (ai: 6Nx-»-V(ai')) then it is 
also defined on <5N2. The subset inherits all attributes of the super-
set; moreover, it may have further attributes for if 6N2 c 61^ and 
ai: 6N2 -> V(ai) then ai is not necessarily defined on <SNX. 
figure 3 
The epistemological concepts obtained until now frora the objectsenten-
ces have all the same mathematical shape: 
N(a,,...
 fa\<,a\(+,,... ,a n), primary entitysets as well as aggre-
gates, generalized sets and supersets. 
In other words we infer that given an Extended Entity Relationship 
(EER) Model as described above, there exists a function which maps the 
model into a collection of concepts of the form 
N K a,,...; a.\f ,3.^+11.,., aj-j) • 
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3.2 Modelling operations 
The next step in the formal reconstruction of knowledge is dedicated to 
behaviour modelling. 
The behaviour of the expert system as we view it is a result of an 
interpreter in action led by the prescriptions of the model. Thus a 
behaviour model hides only potential behaviour. Several attempts have 
been made to extend the original ER approach to include behaviour 
modelling26, mostly strong related to Petri nets27. 
Also research is made to include notions like generalization28 but 
difficulties with inheritance of properties keep us from defining a 
nice and clean method. • 
The source of the behaviour model is the set of operation sentences. 
The operation sentences mention potential transitions of states, which 
we might classify into modules. These modules refer to certain entity-
sets subject to potential changes. 
An entity is given a state by its attribute values. States are func-
tions from entities into their attribute values. 
Let s be a state, then s: <5N ->• ax [6N] x ... x an[6N] 
Limited states are defined to be functions from entities into values 
concerning a single attribute (s* : 6N -> a^CsN]). 
An extended state is a tuple of limited states: s*=(s1,...,sn), 
where s^ is a limited state function from an arbitrary entityset 6N 
into one of its attribute value sets. 
States may change- due to state transitions which we will call opera-
tions. A module maps extended states into extended states. Let M 
denote a module then M (s*) = s*'. In other words M refers to certain 
entitysets as being the input for potential transitions and also to 
certain entitysets as being target of the output of M29. 
Figure 4 shows a diagrammatic form of a module in relation to entity-
sets. 
Nx 
N3 
N2 
figure 4 
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3.3 Modelling events 
An event happens when a module successfully executes, given the 
existence of relevant values (states of entities: the pre-eondition) 
-producing values (new states of entities: the post-condition). The 
event sentences mentioned in chapter 2 provide for the conditions 
required to transitions to actually take place. This includes potentlal 
events which may be interpreted as (heuristic) rules. So viewed, a 
rather classical modelling approach obtains new value in the area of 
knowledge engineering when used to build prototype knowledge based 
systems.30 
Since we already developed the basis for a database (the EER-con-
cepts) and a modulebase, it seems logical to define a rulebase 
where references to entitysets (conditions) and to modules (transi-
tions) are combined into rules. 
Work on .this topic can be found in Bonczeck et al.31, who use a network 
model, and Dahl32, Dutta and Basu33, who apply the principles of first 
order logic. The rulebase we are about to define differs from the usual 
notion of rules31* because rules are no longer only if-then construc-
tions, but may include algoritms. 
A significant advantage of this approach is the distribution of dynam-
ica over the model instead of putting it all together into one giant 
interpreter. 
Let t denote a term, which is either a constant, a variable or a n-
place function symbol. We substitute terms tj_ for the at tri but es a^ 
in the EER-concept and consider each EER concept to be a predicate 
asserting some facts. An instantiation of the predicate evaluates to 
'true' is it satisfies the facts, and 'false' otherwise. 
Quantifiers are needed to characterize the introduced variables leading 
to well-formed formulas (wff's)35 like (Vx)(3y) N(x,y) for example. 
An interpretation of a wff is an assignment of values to the vari-
ables of the wff which might be either the input or the output of a 
module. Because wff's may always be transformed into Skolem-standard 
format36 the pre- and postconditions of a module can be written as a 
conjunction of EER concepts with terms as arguments and all variables 
implicitly universally quantified. 
A similar treatment concerns modules: substitute terms for limited 
states. 
Let M be a characteristic function: M: M •* {0,1} 
M evaluates to 'true' if- M is succesfully executed, otherwise M 
evaluates to 'false'. M is written as 
M(t1,...,t|<,t|<-+1,...,tn) where tl,...,t(< indicate the input 
of M and tk+1,...,tn indicate the output. 
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We now can define a rule: A rule is the conjunction of one or more 
EER concepts and precisely one module of the type M with terms as 
arguments and all variables implicitly universally quantified. 
For example Nt (x, c, f(y)) A N2 (x,y) A M (x,y,v) A N3 (x,v) is a 
valid rule instantiated by a predicate form question like 
3x 3y 3v Dil(x,20,t(y)) A N3(x,v)]. 
The aforementioned rulebase is defined to be the set of all rules. 
The process of transformation from the level of informal representation 
to the level of formal representation described here, is a mapping from 
objectsentences into a database (using the EER-approach), a mapping 
from operation sentences into a modulebase (using behaviour modelling) 
and a mapping from eventsentences into a rulebase (using a first-order-
logic technique). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The central issue of this paper is a formal treatment of an extension 
of the Entity-Relationship Approach in order to link up with first-
order-logic oriented representation methods. We introduced a new image 
of the EER-approach assigning type-names to sets of entities. This 
gives us the opportunity to formally define the 'underlying' attribute 
in a generalization hierarchy. 
We demonstrated how the EER-approach can be used as a modelbuilding-
approach to design a prototype óf a 'knowledge' base composed of three 
parts: a database, a module base, and a rulebase. 
Due to the distribution of procedural 'knowledge' over the model a 
relatively simple interpreter may suffice to realize the required body 
of knowledge. 
To the front of the EER-approach we plead for the use of several psy-
chological eliciting methods since we are dealing with various kinds of 
knowledge at various levels. 
Informal descriptions produced by these methods must endure a fase of 
linguistic analysis, in search of ambiguities, restricting the language 
according to suitable conventions, asking the expert for additional 
specifications, all in order to achieve a comprehensible unambiguous 
description. Finally we discerned three classes of sentences: object-
sentences, operation sentences and event sentences. They constitute the 
basis for the extended Entity-Relationship Approach. 
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